Summary: Pilus operons encode a pivotal host-microbe interaction structure that is vital for pathogenicity, colonization and adhesion. LOCP is a computational tool to quickly test whether or not the genome of a Gram-positive bacterium of interest or some DNAcontig in a metagenomic sample hold pilus operons. Predictions are made based on distinctive motifs of pilus-related protein sequences and on the tendency of these protein sequences to occur in dense clusters. The tool showed a phenomenal accuracy and revealed that various novel, and even unexpected, Gram-positive bacteria do possess pilus operons. Thus, the tool helps us to focus the laboratory research on genes behind this important and indicative feature, and to screen for strains containing them. Availability: Software is available at
INTRODUCTION
Non-flagellar appendages in Gram-negative bacteria, referred to as pili or fimbriae, are known to initiate adhesion and colonization of many Gram-negative pathogens to their host cells and to play an important role in their virulence. In fact, pili are considered to be crucial for pathogenicity; the disruption of the pilus assembly results in severely reduced virulence in various strains (Craig et al., 2004) . Recently, structures similar to those in Gram-negative pathogens have been detected in Gram-positive bacteria, including strains of four human pathogens (Telford et al., 2006) . These findings have indicated the existence of a common appendage in Grampositive bacteria that is assembled from one major and two auxiliary monomers cross-linked by a sortase enzyme. Moreover, each of the three subunits (pilins) contains various motifs that are characteristic for Gram-positive pilins (Telford et al., 2006) . On their C-terminus, precursor peptides have a positively charged tail followed by a hydrophobic membrane-spanning domain and a sortase recognition site (sortase signal, LPXTG-motif). Towards the N-terminus, the sorting signal is preceded by an E-box, a pilin motif and a secdependent secretion signal. In addition, Gram-positive pilins appear to have conserved motifs that form intramolecular isopeptide bonds stabilizing the structure of pilus subunits (Kang et al., 2007; Telford et al., 2006) . * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
In this work, we summarize knowledge accumulated on Grampositive pili in a predictive computational tool, LOCP, designed to LOCate Pilus operons. LOCP is built upon a set of profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) representing distinctive motifs of Grampositive pilins and sortases. Predictions of individual HMMs are integrated in a meta-analysis that imposes a continuity constraint on the operon-level structure and outputs a log-likelihood and P-values for pilus operon candidates. LOCP and the predictions of an extensive set of Gram-positive genomes are available at http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/locp/.
ALGORITHM
LOCP is written in Perl and uses hmmer profile HMMs to locate genome areas enriched with pilus-related features. Profiles were collected from the Pfam (Finn et al., 2008) and TIGRPFAMs (Selengut et al., 2007) databases and represent families of sortaseand sortase recognition site-related sequences. In addition, we constructed one HMM for the E-box and four HMMs representing the conserved residues of the pilins as presented by Kang and coworkers (2007) . (Accession codes are given in Table S1 .) HMMs were build using HMMER2.0 (Eddy, 1998) . N-terminal sec-signals and C-terminal hydrophobicity regions were detected using Phobius (Käll et al., 2004) .
Input data
The algorithm takes as input a list of FASTA formatted protein sequences assumed to be in their genomic order; for example, all the proteins encoded by the chromosome of the bacterium. Alternatively, user may submit metagenome data that is first converted to all possible open reading frames (ORF).
Detecting pilus-related sequences in the prokaryotic chromosome
Pilus-related sequences are identified by hmmsearch of all HMM profiles against all the protein sequences in the input set. Each protein sequence is labeled either as a hit, if at least one HMM model matched, or as a gap, if all HMM models had bitscores below/equal to zero for that sequence.
Detecting pilus-like dense regions
Our method of pilus operon prediction is based on the localization of genomic regions that have a statistically significant clustering of the pilus-related sequences. Similar ideas have been employed to detect Gene Ontology attributes overrepresented in a given list of genes and to detect prophage remnants (Berriz et al., 2003; LimaMendez et al., 2008) . As the null hypothesis, we assume a random distribution of sequences labeled as hits along the chromosome. The probability of obtaining at least k hits in a sample of n sequences from a dataset containing in total K hits and N genes is estimated using the hypergeometric distribution. We compute these P-values for every possible chromosome or contig segment that is bounded by gaps, contains hits as its first and last entries, and contains at most maxgap number of consecutive gaps. To account for multiple hypothesis testing LOCP estimates an adjusted P-value (P_adj) from the results of 1000 simulated null hypothesis queries (see details at http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/locp/). This directly estimates the probability of obtaining at least one equally or more significant P-value when analyzing a random permutation of the original sequence of the proteins and can be interpreted as a risk of false positive predictions for a given genomic region.
ASSESSMENT OF LOCP PERFORMANCE
To evaluate the performance of LOCP, we compiled a benchmark set of 28 pilus operons. This set is an attempt to cover most of the gene clusters present in partially or completely sequenced genomes that confirm to one of the 10 pilus operon types annotated to date (Supplementary Table S2 ). The union of all protein sequences of all genomes that contained the benchmark operons was partitioned into two sets. Sortases and pilin protein sequences included in benchmark operons were defined to be positives and all the other protein sequences as negatives. Sequences labeled as hits were assigned the same score, P-and P_adj-values as the largest piluslike dense regions (PLDR) they belonged to. Sequences labeled as gaps were assigned a score of zero and P-and P_adj-values of one. Using these definitions, a standard receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis for score, P-and P_adj-value, was performed. The area under curve was around 0.99 for all the three discriminators, implying an almost perfect classification. (Lebeer et al., 2008) and as such might contribute to the probiotic effect of these species via competitive exclusion of pathogenic microbes. (The descriptive values of located PLDRs are  given in Supplementary Tables S4 and S5) .
PREDICTED PILUS OPERONS IN GRAM-POSITIVE PROKARYOTES

METAGENOMIC SURVEY
The ability of LOCP to detect pilus operons from metagenomic samples was tested by re-analyzing the human distal gut microbiome data (Gill et al., 2006) . After converting the contigs into lists of ORFs (length 100 amino acid), LOCP detected 31 contigs with PLDRs that had P-value 0.001. However, because of the massive size of the data, we recommend using P-values to sort PLDR listings followed by manual curation. Examination revealed that six of the 31 contigs held sequences with similarities to known pilins. Three of these known pilins were from Bifidobacterium-like strains, a genus well known to contain pilus-holding strains and to be present in gut microbiome. These results demonstrate that LOCP can indeed successfully recover pilus-containing contigs, providing a tool for rapid screening of large metagenomic datasets for these potential pathogenicity factors.
LOCP USER INTERFACE
LOCP web interface, user manual and source code are available at our project site: http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/locp/. The web interface allows to specify threshold values for score, P and P_adj, and supports tab delimited and HTML output formats. HTML is the intended format for biologists and includes detailed information on the HMM alignments found in pilus-related sequences.
